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By George E.Georgas, fencing coach and historical fencing instructor 

 I found a new source about the Byzantine Hoplomachia thanks to Mr. Nicholas 

Petrou who is member and historian of the Academy of Historical European Martial 

Arts’Leontes’. From the illustrations of the Joshua Roll I observe common stances and 

ways of fight with the ‘Sinopsis Historiarum’ of John Scylitze as I explained in my article 

‘The Sinopsis Historiarum’ of John Scylitze declares the stances of Byzantine 

hoplomachia of the 11th century ' but also from the ‘Menologion of Emperor Basil II ’, 

 The Joshua Roll or Codex Vaticanus Pal. Graec. 431 is now at Biblioteca Apostolica in 

Vatican. It is a Byzantine manuscript with illustrations of 10th century.   

  The Joshua Roll is one of the magnificent surviving manuscripts of the Imperial Court 

School of Byzantium and represents the so-called Macedonian Renaissance. Its cycle of 

illustrations resemble a frieze, executed in grisaille painting.  Both drawings and 

paintings contained in the book are the work of different hands, and the coloring was 

probably added at a later stage. The text is a mixture of Greek majuscule and minuscule 

forms, containing extracts from relevant Bible scenes. Nothing is really known about the 

origin of the roll, but the codex was likely intended to glorify the military success of the 

Byzantine people in the Holy Land as they reasserted themselves against the Arabs. The 

Greek Bible texts included correspond to the Septuagint. The Josua scroll has many 

guards, stances which used from Byzantine soldiers and is very useful for the 

reconstruction of Byzantine Hoplomachia. 

https://byzantineoplomachia.files.wordpress.com/2015/09/the_e28098sinopsis_historiarum__of_john_scylitze_declares_the_stances_of_byzantine_hoplomachia_of_the_11th_century.pdf
https://byzantineoplomachia.files.wordpress.com/2015/09/the_e28098sinopsis_historiarum__of_john_scylitze_declares_the_stances_of_byzantine_hoplomachia_of_the_11th_century.pdf
https://byzantineoplomachia.wordpress.com/2015/08/29/the-byzantine-fencers-of-the-menologion-of-emperor-basil-ii-declares-the-upper-combat-guards-of-byzantine-swordsmanship/


 

                                                                   Illus.1 

          

                                                                     (a) 



At the left side (a) of this illustration the Illus.1 we can see the soldiers in phalanx of how 

they use their spears and their shields, also we can see a swordsman probably an officer 

who he is holding his sword in a way  that I found it also in an illustration of ‘The 

Sinopsis Historiarum’ of John Scylitze. 

                                     

                                                                  Illus.2 

See the Illus.2 we can see the warrior at the left with the red cloths he is holding the 

sword with the same way as the swordsman of Illus.1.  

                                              

                                                                      Illus.3 

We can see the same position or guard in the Illus.3. Both Illustrations are from the ‘The 

Sinopsis Historiarum’ of John Scylitze. 



But the same guard we can found also in the ‘Menologion of Emperor Basil II ’ in Illus.4 

                                                       

                                                                        Illus.4 

When I see this kind of guard for first time I supposed that it was an artistic idea from the 

maker of the illustration but when I found the same position in 3 different manuscripts 

this change my first idea and I start test as guard that  you can start a strike.  

I found that it is a good position to start an attack or even to defense yourself if you bring 

your hand above the left shoulder and turn the palm as in Illustrations. You can execute 

powerful diagonal strikes from the up left to low right, also vertical strikes from above 

but also middle strike from the left and low strike from the left  to upper right and then  

you can easily thrust at the head of the opponent.  

The use of spears is obvious the same use as we can found in antique marbles. The use of 

spear under the shield was a common use in Byzantine phalanx. 

   

                                                                 Illus. 5 



 

At Illus.5 we have referenced on p28, MAA 89 Byzantine Armies 886-1118 by Ian Heath 

& Angus McBride.  

We have early 10th-century skutatoi. Note 'shield-wall' use of the large shields. The 

figures with cloaks wrapped round their bodies are officers, one of whom carries a 

bandon standard.  

Except that at the central up band of soldiers we can see how they bring up their shields 

to protect their self from missiles with fire.  

At the next band of warriors, just on the right, we can see a shield wall with the spears 

again under the shields for the warriors of the first line. This style of combat we can 

found it in many frescos and manuscripts of this era.  

Finally the swordsman at the low right part of the illustration he is ready to execute a 

powerful strike, obviously a ‘Wrath Strike’, the ‘Strike of Divine Justice’or  ‘The strike of 

Divine Wrath’ as is known in Byzantine literature.  

 

                                                                        Illus.6  

 

At Illus.6 we have at the left the Embassy of the Gibeonites. At the center the Gibeonites 

ask for help against the Amorites and finally the defeat of the Amorites. On this scene we 

have a swordsman that he is going to kill an Amorite. This stance we have found again in  

‘The Sinopsis Historiarum’ of John Scylitze. Look at Illus.7 

https://byzantineoplomachia.wordpress.com/2015/09/10/%CF%84%CE%BF-%CF%87%CF%84%CF%8D%CF%80%CE%B7%CE%BC%CE%B1-%CF%84%CE%B7%CF%82-%CE%BF%CF%81%CE%B3%CE%AE%CF%82-%CE%BA%CE%B1%CE%B9-%CE%BF-%CF%83%CF%85%CE%BC%CE%B2%CE%BF%CE%BB%CE%B9%CF%83/
https://byzantineoplomachia.wordpress.com/2015/09/10/%CF%84%CE%BF-%CF%87%CF%84%CF%8D%CF%80%CE%B7%CE%BC%CE%B1-%CF%84%CE%B7%CF%82-%CE%BF%CF%81%CE%B3%CE%AE%CF%82-%CE%BA%CE%B1%CE%B9-%CE%BF-%CF%83%CF%85%CE%BC%CE%B2%CE%BF%CE%BB%CE%B9%CF%83/


                                                

                                                                      Illus.7 

Also see above at the Illus.2 the right warrior who is ready to kill his enemy.  

 

                                                                        Illus.8 

At Illus.8 we can see at the right side the use of spears in a shield wall. 

                   



       

                                                                      Illus.9  

 At Illus.9 we have typical resting stance for a sword bearer look the Archangel Michael 

to the left.  

Our research continues and we keep you informed. 
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